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About This Content

One of Germany’s earliest and most important railway routes between Berlin and Wittenberg is now available for Train
Simulator.

The origins of the route were established in 1840 by the Berlin-Anhalt Railway Company, who constructed a railway line
between Berlin and Köthen, via Jüterborg and Dessau. The Berlin-Anhalt Railway Company was considered to be one of the

most important railway companies in Germany and one of the first long-distance railways in the country.

The route regularly carried at least 30 long-distance passenger trains in each direction daily, and was a major intersection for
services running between Germany’s major cities and Eastern European countries, including the Czech Republic and Austria.

During the GDR era, traffic on the route increased significantly as much freight was then carried by rail.

The 115km (71 mile) route from Berlin Hbf to Wittenberg for Train Simulator, developed by Aerosoft, also features the
unopened extension to Berlin Brandenburg Airport, Line S25 from Teltow to Potsdamer Platz, and sections of the North-South

S-Bahn Tunnel in Berlin.

Many of Berlin’s popular attractions also feature prominently, alongside freight lines at Lutherstadt Wittenberg Ost,
Niedergörsdorf, Jüterbog and Luckenwalde, Rangierszenarien freight depot, the Container depot at Großbeeren and locomotive

depot at Lutherstadt Wittenberg.
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Ten Scenarios For the Route:

Introducing the Route

Home Run

Morning Rush Hour

Carrying Airline Passengers

Carrying Airline Passengers Back

ICE Storm

Shunting in Großbeeren

Containers for Berlin

Journey with Obstacles

Night Train

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

115km (71 mile) route from Berlin Hbf to Wittenberg

Line S25 from Teltow to Potsdamer Platz

North-South S-Bahn Tunnel in Berlin

Berlin Brandenburg Airport line extension

Freight lines at Lutherstadt Wittenberg Ost, Niedergörsdorf, Jüterbog and Luckenwalde

Großbeeren container depot

Lutherstadt Wittenberg locomotive depot

Scenarios for the route
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Katie is a great game. While it's fairly short, and doesn't really have replayability, I don't think it needs it. The concept and
theme are amazing, and the characters are very relatable. The music is also really good, and I quite like the art style. The lack of
options such as sound and keybindings are just a minor inconvience, and I think pros of the game outweigh its cons by a lot..
Great game for early access, already a lot of fun and can see it getting a lot better.. BRINGS BACK THE MEMORIES! This is
what I grew up with when I was a kid.. Fast-paced-robotic-2.5D-shooting-madness
One of the most fun games to play online now days. Currently this is the BEST VN out there on Steam imho

Mayuri Kohsaka My Love <3

OSTs are Perfect, Story is superb, a mixture of roller coaster emotion ride

There is Yuri, Comedy, Mystery, Detective, etc. Surpislingly good though little to no replay value and only takes 5 to 10 minutes
to beat. Not a bad thing to have people try. This would have been a fantastic free game but even at only 3 bucks I hesistate to
really recomend it, but because it is surpisingly fun I am.. It was easy............. One of THE best racing games out there.
easy to learn, hard to master. Extremely competitive.
Has a nice social flow to it, Online experience is nice, not a lot of bad people i came across.
The editor is stunning, you can do whatever you want and make whatever you want.
again here, easy to learn, hard to master.
For example, you can make a track and be done. OR, You make a track, give it a nice touch with ellements to dress it up a little.
THEN you make a custom replay with the (Simple to learn hard to master) video editor. you can make custom intros, custom
effects in races, custom replays, custom stage cam's and even ambiance.
There is even a interface creator!
You can do all this, Ofcourse, After you painted and dowloaded your own personal vehicle!
truly a game for the real racers and creative ones with us.. Im disapointed because I really love battlerite and i payed what i
believe was 25$ to get battlerite royale and a few days later the game was made free. Excuse my language but what the hell. Did
you plan this, and was it worth it. You basically stole from us. The people who paid for the game and a few people beg you to
make it free (mind you most of witch never even played battlerite)and you just give them what they want.

What about the 2,000 plus people who ACTUALLY PLAYED BATTLERITE & paid for the game. What did you expect us to
do,?
I mean it was a great game and i would still play it but most people don't even play both because of a choice you made to gain a
lil more cheddar vs keeping the community you already have happy.
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not working with vive only showing oculus controlers. I like the next games, some puyyle are chanllaging, but the game is fair.
very fun and challenging game. Will you prove to be a lion or a donkey? COMMANDS AND COLORS: GREAT WAR puts
you in the driver's seat for tactical level combat in the trenches of the Western Front during World War I, playing as either
British\/Commonwealth or Germans, from the Battle of Loos in Autumn 1915 through the Somme in Summer 1916 and Vimy
Ridge in April 1917. The turn-based action takes place on a hex-grid map with unique terrain for each scenario, using an
unspecified game scale -- probably platoon\/section -- in which both ranged and close combat occurs, including off-map artillery
and four unit types: infantry, bombers, machine guns and mortars. Navigate barbed wire, occupy craters blown by your artillery
and miners, and claw at enemy trenches as you "bite and hold." Win by acquiring Objective Medals for occupying enemy
terrain, destroying enemy units, exiting units off the enemy's edge of the map, or using the right cards. Play by utilizing HQ
Tokens, Command Cards and Combat Cards, which limit your choices while providing unique capabilities to your units.
Success depends on the luck of the draw and combat dice throws, but more importantly, your ability to construct a winning
strategy for the battle at hand using your available resources. Mindlessly charging the enemy quickly results in defeat. Victory
requires identifying your strengths and executing your battle plan step-by-step in response to your enemy's maneuvers and the
HQ tokens and cards you acquire. The result is a game in which you must think and re-think your plan as the battle develops,
often frustrated by your inability to use all the resources theoretically at your disposal.

As an amateur Great War historian, I like this game a lot, especially because it puts you at the infantry battalion level of decision-
making, dynamically responding to an ever-changing battle front using a range of options limited by factors beyond your
control. In every scenario you occupy the front trenches, facing enough unknowns that you will have to forge a bespoke method
in order to accomplish your objectives. Re-playability is high and there are variable AI controls. Recommended!. I thought I
could jump into this without the tutorial..silly me..anyways I decided to go through the tutorial (Which I do recommend) which
is a good tutorial btw. Then I played the game. The stages are interesting. Each one has different goals to achieve which keeps it
interesting. It is no means like Tetris. It may look like Tetris, Smell Like Tetris, Fall like Tetris but it's not. You basically have
to keep that game out of your mind if you want to be successful at playing this game. I do however like it. It's a bit challenging
but I love a challenge so bring it on! :). fix the damn long range defense weapons jesus christ it becomes unbarebly to play.
Almost every song sounds like a difficult DDR battle is about to occur. This game does what it proposes to do.

You're basically a boy and a girl that must save the world from the incoming nightmares in a RPG Maker style gameplay. The
game could be much more than it actually is. By that I don't mean the game is bad, what I mean is that it's too short. I hope that
in a future update, the creator can at least double the necessary time to finish the game with both endings and finding out
everything that's hidden.

If you like RPGs, you should try this game, but don't spect it to be lenghty one.
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